Food Industry
Applications

TKG®500
TKG®1000

Our materials operate in many varied and often
challenging applications. An unwavering commitment
has always been maintained to the highest standards of
the quality, as well as for the protection of the
environment in the communities in which we live and
work. Food contact applications are subject to specific
regulations in all major regions globally. TRAID
VILLARROYA has developed special grades (“food
contact“grades) TKG®500 and TKG®1000 , which may
be used for the manufacture of articles intended to
come into contact with foodstuffs.

Butcher table
In TKG®500 for professional use
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Traid Villarroya now offers a full
line of food contact Grade plastics
designed for the diverse food
industry. These materials have
been tested, approved and can be
easily certified to meet the
requirements.
We
provide
complete
lot
and
batch
traceability
as
well
as
documented
certification
to
exceed your needs. And with our
full commitment to quality and
ISO 9001:2008 certification you
can count on us.

Ham cutting helper
In TKG®500 for professional use
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TRAID VILLARROYA manufactures a complete special
range of plastics for the food industry, including cups,
plates, bowls, and kitchenware. There is an emphasis
on increasing the uses of various of our plastics. Our
materials operate in many varied and often
challenging applications. An unwavering commitment
has always been maintained to the highest standards
of the quality, as well as for the protection of the
environment in the communities in which we live and
work. The long-term business success of our products
depends on our ability to ensure that our quality
remains a top priority for the management and each
employee. This idea is our commitment to making
sustainable health a reality through innovative
technology and services focused on addressing three
critical needs: lowering costs, helping our customers
and improving quality.

Cutting boards
In TKG®500 for home use
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Our company is built around two core
assets, its brands and its people. That's
what makes working here so special.
We believe that work is more than a
place you go every day. It should be a
place of exploration, creativity,
professional growth and interpersonal
relationships. It's about being inspired
and motivated to achieve extraordinary
things. We want our people to take
pride in their work and in building
brands others love. After all, it's the
combined talents, skills, knowledge,
experience and passion of our people.
that make us who we are.
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Our products offers the broadest range of materials,
sizes, formats and services available, from
exploration and appraisal of new applications
through development and production. We place
strong emphasis on developing innovative
technology that adds value for our customers.
Precision and effort are as much a part of TRAID´s
operational policy as they are an integral part of
each worker. The manufacturing system is also
designed to promptly handle special orders and quick
turn-around, providing customers with an endless
supply of first-class products.

Professional Cooking mortar
In TKG®1000 ultra
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At TRAID, we’re confronting the ever-changing
marketplace by reinventing the way we do business. For
products we can make better and faster, we’re focusing
our manufacturing operations on specialized centers of
excellence around the world. For other offerings, we’re
building strategic global partnerships to bring customers
the highest-quality products at the lowest cost.
Meanwhile, we’re standardizing global product
platforms to provide consistency to our customers,
wherever they’re located. And no matter the product, no
matter the supplier, we’re working harder than ever to
ensure the superior design and quality our customers
count on.
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Components machined from industrial food grade plastics
offer tremendous opportunities. Because of its’ light
weight, cost, cleanability, strength, and wear resistance,
plastics are an obvious choice for certain parts for food
processing machinery but also for other things. The use of
plastic components is very important where contamination
is concerned. There is no worry of metals getting into food
products if a part breaks or wears out.

Professional Pizza cutter plate
In TKG®1000 ultra red
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And the evolution of TRAID continues ... After all, we’re more than a manufacturer.
More than a distributor. We’re an essential resource. Our customers’ challenges keep
changing, and we’re helping them adapt every step of the way.
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TRAIDAMID- TRAID VILLARROYA Europe
C/Isabel de Sto. Domingo 35
50014 Zaragoza
SPAIN
Tel: +34 976 47 12 11
e-mail: info@traidvillarroya.com

TRAIDAMID-TRAID VILLARROYA America
Prv Santa Ines 464 Casa 8
Las Misiones, Irapuato Guanajuato, Mexico 36567
MEXICO
Tel: +52 462 693 8083
e-mail: masey@traidvillarroya.com

TRAIDAMID-TRAID VILLARROYA Asia sales office
Room 3206, Building nº 3 of Admiral City
Nº 131 Minzu Avenue Nanning
Guangxi, 530028
P.R.CHINA
Tel: +86 (0) 771 559 2620 / 5597901
e-mail: silva@traidvillarroya.com
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